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A B S T R A C T
The increase in biomedical data has given rise to the need for developing data sampling techniques. With the
emergence of big data and the rise of popularity of data science, sampling or reduction techniques have been
assistive to significantly hasten the data analytics process. Intuitively, without sampling techniques, it would be
difficult to efficiently extract useful patterns from a large dataset. However, by using sampling techniques, data
analysis can effectively be performed on huge datasets, to produce a relatively small portion of data, which
extracts the most representative objects from the original dataset. However, to reach effective conclusions and
predictions, the samples should preserve the data behavior. In this paper, we propose a unique data sampling
technique which exploits the notion of formal concept analysis. Machine learning experiments are performed on
the resulting sample to evaluate quality, and the performance of our method is compared with another sampling
technique proposed in the literature. The results demonstrate the effectiveness and competitiveness of the
proposed approach in terms of sample size and quality, as determined by accuracy and the F1-measure.
1. Introduction
Breast cancer is a highly prevalent disease among women and the
most commonly associated cause of female mortality. The American
Cancer Society has predicted that about 266,000 women are likely to be
diagnosed with breast cancer in 2018 in the United States and 15% of
them are expected to die of the disease [31]. The survival rate of breast
cancer patients can be increased by effective treatment, which can
commence upon early diagnosis of the disease [15]. One automated
way to diagnose breast cancer is by analyzing the processed data from
histology images [3]. Data from each pixel can be classified as malig-
nant or benign, which can assist to detect and determine the cancerous
regions. However, due to the massive amount of data, the pixel clas-
sification process can become quite time consuming in time critical
situations. While numerous studies can be found that concentrate on
improving classification accuracy by optimizing training models
[1,12,14,23,34,38,39], little attention has been directed towards opti-
mizing the experimental setting by training a smaller sample of data
instead of training the entire massive dataset. Fig. 1 demonstrates the
pixel classification process by employing a sample for training.
Data sampling is a statistical approach which can be employed to
select, manipulate, and analyze a representative subset of data to
extract meaningful inferences. Sampling allows the user to work on a
small amount of data so as to build and run analytical models relatively
faster while preserving data behavior and achieving accurate results
simultaneously. However, in this context, it should be noted that the
preservation of data behavior is of paramount importance and it is a
challenging task. By using the terminology of preserving data behavior,
we mean that the sample should also contain the functional de-
pendencies formed in the data. Likewise, an effective sampling tech-
nique will produce a high-quality sample that preserves the char-
acteristics of the original dataset. Therefore, the technique of data
sampling can act as a catalyst for the process of pixel classification.
Inspired by the research conducted in Ref. [27], this paper in-
troduces an enhanced data sampling technique that blends existing
conceptual and mathematical methods. These methods include formal
concept analysis, a hyper concept algorithm [19], and a data reduction
algorithm based upon high coupling to produce a sample. The novelty
of this sample is that it maintains the pattern behavior of the original
data and is composed of the most representative data from the original
dataset. Further details of our proposed method are described in the
Methodology section.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
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1. Sampling method: We propose a novel data sampling model,
Pattern-based Hyper Conceptual Sampling, which utilizes a unique
combination of existing techniques. Our primary objective is to
produce a sample that exhibits the most important data character-
istics of the original data. We develop a formal concept analysis, a
hyper context feature extraction algorithm, and reduction based on
high coupling between objects.
2. Machine Learning: We perform an evaluation of the results obtained
from our proposed sampling method using machine learning tech-
niques. We also compare our experimental results with other tech-
niques to prove the competitiveness of our sampling model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3 pro-
vides succinct information on the required concepts including formal
concept analysis, hyper concept and reduction using high coupling.
Section 2 discusses related work on image sampling. Section 4 contains
a description of our proposed solution. Experimental results from the
proposed sampling technique are presented in Section 5 along with a
comparison with another sampling method. Section 6 concludes the
paper.
2. Related work
The most commonly applied sampling methods in statistics are
simple random sampling and stratified sampling. Simple random sam-
pling is based on arbitrary selection of items, without requiring the
fulfillment of any criterion. Contrarily, stratified sampling categorizes
the population into strata, based on some criteria, followed by the
proportional selection of items from each stratum [5]. The categoriza-
tion into strata should be such that they satisfy the requirement of being
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Albeit their apparent
ease of application, samples generated from this method fail to preserve
the functional dependencies present in the data which is necessary to
create a representative subset of the dataset. It also requires prior
knowledge of the data to be able to categorize into strata. In fact, it is
possible to derive meaningful insights from the sampled data and focus
on the important aspects of the dataset by applying nonrandom sam-
pling techniques [29].
Additionally, diverse image data sampling techniques are available
in the literature, mainly for image rendering. Kettunen et al. [20] in-
troduced gradient-domain sampling for image synthesis. This algorithm
considers sampling based upon image gradients and pixels. Estimated
gradients are calculated by computing the difference between similar
path pairs, resulting in lower variance. Eventually, information from
pixel values and gradients is combined using Poisson reconstruction,
thus producing a sample. Along similar lines, Cho et al. [13] im-
plemented optimized diffusion gradient sampling, also called b-value
sampling, for improved analysis of breast lesions. To accelerate dy-
namic volumetric MRI, Feng et al. [16] used golden-angle radial sam-
pling. Eventually, Ayech and Ziou [8] proposed an enhanced design of
ranked set sampling through k-means clustering. First, optimal centers
are estimated by a function on ranked set sample, and then the ob-
served dataset is classified according to the estimated centers.
However, to the best of our knowledge, limited sampling methods
for images exist in the literature which fulfill our desired criteria in a
representative sample. Rezk et al. [27] proposed Pattern-based Pro-
portional Sampling which requires the data to traverse through four
different transformations to extract a sample. Initially, the processed
image data is converted to binary formal context, using the pairwise
tuple comparison method. In the second stage, the resulting binary
relation is used for extracting patterns from the data. Patterns are cal-
culated from the number of features in the dataset. In the third stage,
proportions are mathematically calculated from the patterns and tuple
instances are selected based upon the proportions. Finally, in the last
stage, the objects are mapped to the original data in order to extract
instances resulting in the final sample. In this way, the produced sample
preserves the behavior of the original data. Yu Su et al. [32,33] also
developed algorithms for efficient and effective sampling by applying
indexing techniques on scientific datasets containing simulation data.
The resulting samples preserve data behavior by maintaining value and
spatial distributions across the sample. Firstly, bitvectors are sub-
divided into equal sized sectors. Next, a certain number of samples are
extracted from each bitvector using random stratified sampling. This
technique helps maintain value distribution across the sample. The
percentage of samples is constant across the sectors. A controlled
random sampling technique was proposed by Liang et al. [21] for se-
lecting pixel samples from hyperspectral images that facilitates minimal
overlap between training and testing sets from the same image. The
sample possesses the property of being globally and randomly scattered
across the image and well-proportioned across the classes.
3. Background
3.1. Functional dependencies
In its classical definition, functional dependency is a relationship
that exists when one attribute uniquely determines another attribute. If
R is a relation with attributes X and Y, a functional dependency be-
tween attributes is represented by →X Y , which indicates Y is func-
tionally dependent on X [7]. Suppose we have a Patient table with at-
tributes patient_Id, patient_Name and patient_Age. In this example,
patient_Id attribute uniquely identifies the patient_Name attribute,
which means patient_Name is functionally dependent on patient_Id.
3.2. Formal concept analysis
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) provides a foundation for building a
conceptual mathematical framework motivated by the lattice theory
[9,35]. This discipline allows a conceptual yet meaningful approach to
knowledge discovery and representation [24] for practical applications
in diverse domains. These domains include, but are not limited to,
image mining [11], medical image interpretation [6], decision making
[36], semantic web search [18], sentiment analysis [22,26], feature
extraction [17] and data reduction [28].
The key expression in FCA is a formal context, which is a binary
mapping between objects and attributes [25]. The transformation from
the input data into binary formal concept is done in two main steps. In
the first step, the input data is transformed into a binary data table
which is called formal context. According to the standard definition, a
formal context is represented by (G, M, I), where G and M are finite sets
of objects and attributes respectively, and I is a binary relation between
Fig. 1. From raw image to pixel classification.
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G and M. Table 1 represents a formal context where G= {Patient 1,
Patient 2, Patient 3, Patient 4, Patient 5, Patient 6} and M={Breast
cancer, Malignant, Benign, Chemo Therapy, Radio Therapy, Operation}
and I is the binary relation. Then in the second step, the formal concept
(A, B) is built upon this context, where A and B define the extent and
intent of the formal concept respectively. (A, B)= {{Patient 2, Patient
6}, {Breast cancer, Malignant}} is an example of a formal concept that
can be generated from the formal context represented in Table 1, where
B represents all of the attributes in M shared by the objects in A.
3.3. Hyper concept
Hyper concept, also called Hyper Rectangle, is based upon formal
concept analysis [19]. Let (G, M, R) be a formal context and a is an
arbitrary attribute where a ∈ M. The hyper rectangle (Ha) is a sub-
relation of R such that = −H R a R oR( ) ( . )a 1 ( is the identity relation,
 = ∈R e e e R( ) {( , ) }, e being a tuple in R). We calculate a weight for
each hyper rectangle which gives us a measure of its strength in terms
of the association between its objects and attributes. The weight, w, of a
hyper rectangle H R( )a is calculated by:
= − +w H R r
d c
r d c( ( ))
( * )
*( ( )),a
where r is the cardinality of H R( )a (i.e. the number of pairs in the
binary relation H R( )a ), d is the cardinality of its domain and c is the
cardinality of its codomain. The first table in Fig. 2 represents a full
relation where d =6, c =6 and r =16. Below this table is a list of
hyper rectangles that are extracted for each attribute from the full re-
lation, and their corresponding weights calculated are shown on the
right.
The process of computing hyper rectangles associated with each
attribute and their corresponding weights is exemplified in Fig. 2. The
term Optimal Hyper Rectangle, maxH R( ), refers to the rectangle with
the maximum weight extracted from the full relation. The second table
in Fig. 2 represents the optimal hyper rectangle for the initial relation.
The full relation is then split into the optimal hyper concept and the
remaining binary relation. The remaining binary relation is then used as
a new initial relation to extract the next optimal hyper rectangle. This
process is repeated iteratively until full converage is achieved i.e. the
full relation is covered by multiple optimal rectangles. This will pro-
duce a list of attributes qualifying for the Level 1 hyper concept. For the
sake of brevity and pertinence, we exemplify Level 1 hyper concept by
the example. In this example the optimal hyper rectangle and the binary
relation in Fig. 2 fully converge the relation. So they represent Level 1
hyper concept with the keywords {Breast cancer, Radio Therapy}. A
more detailed explanation of Hyper Concept can be found in Ref. [19].
3.4. Sampling methods
The most commonly applied sampling methods in statistics are
simple random sampling and stratified sampling. Simple random sam-
pling is based on arbitrary selection of items, without requiring the
fulfillment of any criterion. All elements in the population have equal
probability of being selected for the sample. Contrarily, stratified
sampling categorizes the population into strata based on some criteria,
such as age, followed by selection of items from each stratum [5]. The
categorization into strata should be such that they satisfy the require-
ment of being mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Albeit
their apparent ease of application, samples generated from this method
fail to preserve the functional dependencies present in the data which is
necessary to create a representative subset of the dataset. It also re-
quires prior knowledge of the data to be able to categorize into strata.
In fact, it is possible to derive meaningful insights from the sampled
data and focus on the important aspects of the dataset by applying
nonrandom sampling techniques [29].
3.5. Coupling sampling algorithm
This data sampling technique is based upon FCA. A similarity based
formal context is first generated from a given database instance. Each
row in the formal context represents a pattern of 0s and 1s depending
upon the similarity between attributes of the objects in the object pair.
For example, in Fig. 3 the pattern for object pair ( 1, 2)O O is 0110. Thus,
Table 1
Formal context.
Breast
cancer
Malignant Benign Chemo
Therapy
Radio
Therapy
Operation
Patient 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
Patient 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
Patient 3 0 1 0 1 1 0
Patient 4 1 0 1 1 0 1
Patient 5 0 0 1 0 1 0
Patient 6 1 1 0 1 0 0
Fig. 2. Calculating weights for hyper rectangles.
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both 1O and 2O belong to pattern 0110. Each object pair can only have
one pattern, while a pattern could belong to 0 or more object pairs, for
example the pattern 0110 also belongs to the object pair
( 1, 6), ( 2, 5)O O O O and ( 5, 6)O O .
Algorithm 1 depicts the conceptual sampling algorithm, that
chooses the highly coupled objects, which are the objects with the
maximum total number of patterns. The algorithm starts from an object
pattern table, where the rows represent the objects in the dataset and
the columns represent the patterns, as shown in the last table in Fig. 3.
A value of ‘1’ indicates that an object belongs to a specific pattern.
Algorithm 1. Coupling Sampling Algorithm.
The main goal of this algorithm is dataset size reduction by choosing
the most representative objects of the dataset. As an example, ( 1, 2)O O
and ( 1, 6)O O represents pattern 0110, while ( 1, 3)O O and ( 3, 5)O O re-
presents pattern 1011. In this example, the algorithm should choose the
first pairs for each pattern, that is object pairs ( 1, 2)O O and ( 1, 3)O O . By
doing so, we succeed in representing 2 patterns with 3 objects rather
than 5, thereby reducing the number of selected objects in the reduced
dataset.
4. Methodology
Our proposed sampling method exploits conceptual methods and
the Hyper Context reduction technique to build a sample that aims to
preserve the functional dependency information of the original data.
This technique can be applied without any prior knowledge about the
data. The dataset goes through four transformations to eventually reach
an acceptable sample. The first step is to convert the dataset into binary
Formal Context (FC) using pairwise tuple comparisons. The generated
FC objects are considered as binary patterns belonging to each object in
the pair respectively. The second step results in an object/pattern table
from the binary relation in the first step. Objects are mapped to their
patterns, and pattern occurrences for each object are calculated. In the
third step, the hyper context reduction algorithm is applied to the ob-
ject/pattern table, resulting in a reduced and representative patterns list
for all objects. In the fourth and last step, the reduced table from the
previous step goes through the process of conceptual data sampling.
This algorithm extracts a sample of objects that are highly coupled.
Fig. 1 demonstrates the 4-stage sampling process with a clear ex-
planation for each stage in the following sections.
4.1. Conversion of data to formal context
In the initial stage, data is converted to a binary FC using the
pairwise tuple comparison approach. This will result in −n n( 1)
2
rows in
the FC table, where n is the number of rows in the original dataset. As
comparison based on exact equality often leads to information loss,
therefore to avoid such a loss, objects are compared based on a simi-
larity measure calculation. This accounts for a flexible and fuzzy ap-
proach for performing comparisons which quantifies the closeness of
the two objects. The similarity measure for a pair of values is computed
by the formula introduced in Ref. [28]:
−
−n n
max n n
1
( , )
,1 2
1 2
where n1 and n2 are two numbers. Based on a fixed similarity threshold,
the FC object is populated by the Boolean value ‘1’ if the similarity
measure equals or exceeds the threshold, otherwise the value is ‘0’. In
the resulting FC table, each tuple is a binary pattern. Table 3 shows a
subset of the FC output after tuple comparison from Table 2, which is
used as an example to demonstrate the steps of the process. The FC in
Table 3 is generated based on a 70% similarity threshold.
4.2. Formal context to object/pattern table
In the second stage, the binary data from the FC table is tabulated
into an object pattern table. The binary instances from the FC table are
represented as patterns by the attributes of this table. Each object from
the original dataset is mapped to its patterns calculated in the FC table.
Fig. 3. Obtaining the object pattern table.
Input: ObjectPatternTable
Output: Final sample = the set of distinct objects in 
 = set of objects analyzed until now 
repeat
max = set of non-analyzed objects that have the maximum total number of patterns  Add
max to 
for each  in do
find the common patterns (CP) shared between the two objects of the corresponding 
pair 
for each common pattern in CP do
if the pair belongs to this pattern and the pattern is not covered then
Set the pattern as covered 
Add the pair to ( )
End if
End for
End for
until all patterns are covered
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Naturally, every object may be associated to one or many patterns as a
result of the pairwise comparison. The number of patterns in the object
pattern table is 2n, where n is the number of attributes in the original
dataset. For each object, the frequency of its associated binary patterns
is calculated. If an object belongs to a particular pattern, the value for
that cell is populated as ‘1’, otherwise the value is ‘0’. Consider the
object pattern table presented in Table 4. The binary attributes are
written in their decimal equivalent. The total number of patterns is 24.
As seen from Table 3, the pair (t1, t2) form the binary pattern ‘0001’.
When converted to decimal, it is represented as ‘1’. Therefore, for the
pattern ‘1’, t1 and t2 both have the Boolean value of true (1). The value
of ‘0’ of pattern 6 corresponding to t1 implies that t1 did not make this
pattern with any other tuple during FC conversion.
4.3. Object/pattern table to hyper concept
The hyper contextual method is applied to the object pattern table,
which gives us coverage of the entire table in terms of its most re-
presentative patterns. In this technique, only attributes from Level 1
hyper context are extracted. The end result is an object pattern table
with fewer (and most important) patterns. When the hyper context
algorithm is applied to the object pattern table (Table 4) shown in this
paper, it generates the patterns 0 and 3 in Level 1. Hence, the object
pattern table now contains only the patterns extracted by the Hyper
Context algorithm as depicted in Table 5.
4.4. Conceptual sampling algorithm
In the last step, a sampling algorithm focused on preserving high
coupling is applied on the reduced object pattern table, which was
generated as a result of the application of Hyper Context. This will
produce a sample of objects that are highly coupled. Consequently, all
resulting objects in the sample have a unique combination of patterns.
Table 6 displays the resulting sample after applying the conceptual
sampling algorithm on the slim version of object pattern table from the
previous step. The sample contains 3 tuples.
5. Evaluation
5.1. Experimental setting
Our experiments were performed on microscopic images of breast
cancer tissue from the MITOS 2012 dataset [30]. This dataset contains
50 images from 5 patients where each image consists of 512×512
pixels that are annotated as malignant or benign, based upon ground-
truth data that were manually marked by experienced pathologists.
These images were passed through a Maximum Response 8 (MR8) filter
bank which gave us 8 texture filter responses that are used as the fea-
tures for each image. The reason this was done was because Dhoha
showed in her thesis [2] that the MR8 filter gave the most dis-
criminative features, as compared to other textural features such as
Gabor and Phase Gradient. Samples are generated and tested using two
methods: data split and cross validation, each with different config-
urations.
In the data split method, the dataset is divided into two equal
partitions. From the first partition, 10,000 pixels are selected randomly
from 25 images (400 pixels from each image). The experiments were
also repeated with 50,000 pixels in the first partition (2000 pixels from
each image). This was given as input to our proposed sampling method.
The resulting sample was used as a training dataset for five different
machine learning algorithms. These algorithms include Naive Bayes
(NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Pattern Net (PN), Cascade
Forward Net (CFN), Feed Forward Net (FFN). The second partition with
the remaining 25 images (512×512 pixels) was used for testing to
Table 2
Original database instance.
A B C D
t1 2 7 6 4
t2 4 14 9 4
t3 2 7 7 3
t4 2 16 9 6
t5 5 7 9 6
t6 1 5 5 4
t7 2 8 4 4
t8 1 6 7 5
t9 4 13 9 6
t10 6 19 18 13
Table 4
Object pattern table.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ... 15
t1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 ... 1
t2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 ... 0
t3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 ... 1
t4 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 ... 0
t5 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 ... 0
t6 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 ... 1
t7 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 ... 0
t8 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 ... 1
t9 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 ... 0
t10 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 ... 0
Table 5
Object Pattern Table after applying Hyper Context.
0 3
t1 1 0
t2 0 1
t3 1 1
t4 1 1
t5 1 1
t6 1 1
t7 1 1
t8 1 1
t9 1 1
t10 1 0
Table 6
Sample.
A B C D
t2 4 14 9 4
t4 2 16 9 6
t6 1 5 5 4
Table 3
FC table.
A B C D
(t1, t2) 0 0 0 1
(t1, t3) 1 1 1 1
(t1, t4) 1 0 0 0
(t1, t5) 0 1 0 0
(t1, t6) 0 1 1 1
(t1, t7) 1 1 0 1
(t1, t8) 0 1 1 1
(t1, t9) 0 0 0 0
(t1, t10) 0 0 0 0
(t2, t3) 0 0 1 1
(t2, t4) 0 1 1 0
... ... ... ... ...
(t9, t10) 0 0 0 0
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compare the performance of the five classifier models in terms of F1
measure and accuracy. Furthermore, the effect of the similarity mea-
sure on the quality of sample was gauged by using different similarity
thresholds for FCA. These threshold configurations were set at 70%,
80% and 90%.
In cross validation, the dataset is divided into 10 folds, wherein 9
folds are supplied as a training dataset and one is used for testing. This
process is repeated 10 times with a different combination of folds for
the training dataset. Sample size is calculated as the average of the
samples generated in all 10 iterations. We conducted the experiments
on two configurations of 10-fold cross validation for the MITOS Dataset.
The images are subdivided into 10 sets of 5 images. For the first con-
figuration, a random sample of 750 rows is selected from each of the 50
images, making a total of 3750 =( 750*5) rows per fold. For the second
configuration, a random sample of 2500 rows is selected from each
image, reaching a total of 12500 =( 2500*5) rows in each fold. Similar to
the data split method, the threshold configurations are also varied, and
the same machine learning algorithms are used for classification.
Results are compared in terms of Accuracy and F1-measure.
In addition, the results from our sampling method produced using
the data split and cross validation methods are compared with the
corresponding results from the pattern-based proportional sampling
method proposed in Ref. [27]. The machine learning algorithms that
are used for the experiments are described in the next sub-section. The
results of the evaluation and comparison are presented in the following
machine learning sub-section.
5.2. Machine learning
Naive Bayes is one of the most common machine learning algo-
rithms that uses probability theory to classify objects. It is based on
Bayes' theorem with the assumption of independence between attri-
butes of data points. The most popular use cases of Naive Bayes clas-
sifier include spam filters, medical diagnosis, and others.
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is another popular supervised
machine learning technique. Due to its flexibility, it is used for classi-
fication, regression and novelty detection or outliers detection [10].
The underlying technique of SVM is a non-probabilistic binary linear
classifier. Thus, given a labeled training set, an SVM trained model can
assign new unseen examples to one of previously seen labels. Two
different architectures of neural networks are used in this study namely,
Feed Forward Net (FFN) and Cascade Forward Net (CFN). The FFN is
the simplest type of network, where it consists of three layers: input,
hidden and output. The data flows in one direction: forward, starting
from input layer, through hidden layer and finally to the output layer.
Thus, there are no cycles in FFN. Meanwhile, with the CFN, there is a
connection between each layer to all following layers. For example,
CFN includes two connections from the input layer to the hidden and
output layer, while FFN includes one direct connection from the input
layer to the hidden layer. One advantage of using a cascade-network
architecture is that it can learn accurately the relationships between
input and output layer by having more connections.
In addition to the above, and given this is a pattern recognition
classification problem, the Pattern Recognition Neural Network (PN) is
also considered as a suitable technique. PN is based upon the Feed
Forward Artificial Neural Networks that use the backpropagation (BP)
algorithm for training (FFBPNN), and it is trained to classify inputs
according to the target classes. The target data for PN consists of vectors
of all zero values except for a 1 in the position where the target class is
positioned [4].
5.3. Data split results
In our experiments, we observed that the sample size grows with the
similarity threshold. Fig. 4 shows the sample sizes obtained from the
two configurations of the training set by using three different similarity
thresholds. A higher similarity threshold causes a decrease in the
number of ones, thus requiring more objects in the resulting sample to
preserve data characteristics. The highest number of tuples obtained in
the sample for the data split method is 76 by using a similarity
threshold of 90%. It is also evident that the dataset with 50000 pixels
significantly increased the sample size only for 90% similarity
threshold. However, it cannot be concluded that bigger datasets would
generate larger samples, as it solely depends upon the functional
Fig. 4. Sample sizes for data split.
Fig. 5. Accuracy of all classifiers using Data Split (10,000 pixels).
Fig. 6. Accuracy of all classifiers using Data Split (50,000 pixels).
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dependencies present in the data. Tight coupling would generate a
small sample, whereas loose coupling may incorporate a larger number
of tuples, ultimately leading to a larger sample.
The comparison of the accuracy and F1-measure from the 5 classi-
fication algorithms using different similarity thresholds is presented in
Figs. 5–8. For neural networks (PN, CFN, FFN), repeated tests on the
same sample produces highly varying results. Therefore, the recorded
measure is an average of 5 experiments. It can be observed from
Figs. 5–8 that the results in terms of accuracy and F1-measure for the
50000-pixels dataset are consistent with the results for the 10000-pixels
dataset: a higher similarity threshold (90%) yields better results than a
lower one (70%). In other words, a bigger sample generates better re-
sults for all algorithms as compared with smaller samples. This is in
compliance with the statistical fact that bigger sample sizes yield better
results.
Moreover, among all classifiers, SVM achieves best accuracy for
both 10000 and 50000 pixels. The highest accuracy for 10000 pixels is
met at 79% equally for the similarity threshold configured at 80% and
90%. Results for the 50000 pixels subset provided an even better ac-
curacy of 80% for SVM using 70% and 90% similarity threshold. In
contrast, Neural Networks (FN, CFN and FFN) did not yield plausible
results as they tend to perform better with larger datasets [37]. Con-
trarily, our samples range between 11 and 102 records only. Further-
more, SVM also performed best for F1-measure as compared to other
classifiers. Among all three configurations for similarity thresholds in
the data split method, optimal F1-measure by SVM is met at 86% using
the 90% threshold for similarity.
5.4. Cross validation results
The experiments with cross-validation generated average sample
sizes of 14, 30 and 98 for different similarity thresholds using the first
configuration of 3750 pixels per fold. Fig. 9 shows the average sample
sizes generated by the 10-fold cross-validation for different similarity
thresholds. The sample sizes for cross validation are also consistent with
those produced by the data split method.
Figs. 10 and 11 present the different measures of accuracy yielded
by the 5 classifiers using cross-validation. Clearly, the samples
Fig. 7. F1-measure of all classifiers using Data Split (10,000 pixels).
Fig. 8. F1-measure of all classifiers using Data Split (50,000 pixels).
Fig. 9. Sample sizes for cross validation.
Fig. 10. Accuracy of all classifiers using Cross Validation (3750 pixels).
Fig. 11. Accuracy of all classifiers using Cross Validation (12,500 pixels).
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generated using the similarity thresholds of 80% and 90% produce
increased accuracy than a threshold of 70%. Moreover, SVM and NB
perform better than other classifiers in all similarity threshold config-
urations. SVM generates the best accuracy measure of 79% for 90%
similarity using the 3750 pixels configuration.
In terms of F1-measure, all classifiers produce more than 79% for
the 90% similarity threshold. Overall, an optimal F1-measure of 86% is
produced by SVM using the cross-validation method. Figs. 12 and 13
illustrate the results of F1-measure by all classifiers using cross-vali-
dation. Apparently, the trend is observable from the results for both
subsets: a 90% similarity threshold produces better results than the
other thresholds.
5.5. Comparison of HCS with PPS
Our sampling method has undoubtedly exhibited remarkable per-
formance by surpassing the highest classification accuracy obtained by
PPS and reducing the sample size. Fig. 14 compares the results of HCS
and PPS in terms of accuracy for a 90% similarity threshold. In this
case, the differences between the accuracy are significant and also
comparable. HCS obtained a best accuracy of 80%, outperforming PPS
by 2% for SVM. HCS also presented improved performance compared to
PPS for NB, with an accuracy of 76% as compared with 73% for PPS. It
is also worth noting that even though HCS generated smaller sample
sizes than PPS, it produced comparable, and in some cases, improved
results over PPS. Thus, HCS proves to provide better classification ac-
curacy by preserving functional dependencies with an even smaller
sample.
Fig. 15 illustrates the comparison of results from HCS and PPS for
F1-measure using the data split method. Evidently, when using a 90%
similarity threshold, HCS outperforms PPS for the three algorithms NB,
SVM and PN by a striking 11%, 7% and 5%, respectively. Additionally,
it can also be observed that the performance of HCS is almost similar to
PPS for FFN and CFN.
Similarly, using the cross-validation method and the similarity
threshold configured at 90%, HCS again outperforms PPS for NB, SVM
and PN in terms of both accuracy and F1-measure. The F1-measure and
accuracy results for the samples generated using 90% similarity
threshold by both sampling methods using cross validation are shown
in Figs. 17 and 16 respectively.
Fig. 12. F1-measure of all classifiers using Cross Validation (3750 pixels).
Fig. 13. F1-measure of all classifiers using Cross Validation (12,500 pixels).
Fig. 14. Accuracy of all classifiers using Data Split for HCS and PPS.
Fig. 15. F1-measure of all classifiers using Data Split for HCS and PPS.
Fig. 16. Accuracy of all classifiers using Cross Validation for HCS and PPS.
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5.6. Comparison with other methods
Looking at the results in the thesis of Dhoha, we can see that she
worked on a sample of 137,500 pixels sampled randomly from 25
images similar to our data split method. She then used Naive Bayes
(NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers to train on this
sample and then test against the other 25 images. She managed an
accuracy of 75% with NB and 78% with SVM and an F1-measure of
83% for both classifiers. Looking back at our data split method results,
the best accuracy and F1-measure values for NB were 77% and 82%
respectively and for SVM, they were 80% and 86% respectively. Using
an Artificial Neural Network classifier, Dhoha managed to obtain a 77%
accuracy and 82% F1-measure whereas from our neural network clas-
sifiers, the Pattern Recognition Neural Network had the best results
with 76% accuracy and 82% accuracy. Thus, we see that our method
gives similar or better results than the thesis. The more fascinating
aspect is that we managed to obtain these values by just using a sample
of 102 pixels from our method.
Pixel-wise classification of cancerous regions in breast cancer his-
topathological images using deep convolutional networks is considered
state-of-the-art [12]. In terms of time efficiency, the method proposed
by Ciresan et al. [14] requires 24 h to train the network with an opti-
mized GPU, and achieves an F-score of 0.782. Improving on this, Wahab
et al. [34] proposed a method which requires 15 h of training and
achieves an F-score of 0.79. It seems that using the MR8 filter responses
as features provides better results in general, as compared to the work
done by other papers. HCS also facilitates the training process by
training on a small sample instead of feeding the entire partition,
thereby reducing the training time dramatically. Our experiments were
carried out on a 64-bit processor with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU @
2.30 GHz. The longest training time required by HCS is only 36 s,
meanwhile improving the F-score to 0.859. This renders our approach
practical and readily applicable for medical image classification.
6. Conclusion
We proposed a sampling method, HCS, consisting of a unique
combination of existing techniques. The sampling procedure is rooted
in Formal Concepts. It goes through a conversion to formal concept
analysis followed by conversion to object pattern table. It exploits the
hyper context algorithm for pattern reduction. Thereafter, the coupling
sampling algorithm is applied to generate the sample. The resulting
samples are measured for accuracy and F1-measure using 5 machine
learning algorithms. The results were also evaluated against PPS, and
HCS definitely proved to be competitive using different learning con-
figurations by providing improved accuracy with high F1-measure.
Moreover, the resulting sample generates a very concise sample
using binary distribution, which captures the functional dependencies
and associations present in the original dataset. Therefore, it is able to
deliver competitive results. Additionally, the patterns are generated
based on all features, without the loss of any of the features.
Furthermore, the sampling technique does not depend upon prior
knowledge of class distribution.
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